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ABSTRACT

In the paper, the in vitro dissolution of borneol in 12 hours from 6 batches of optimized inhalant samples were investigated. As a new dosage form, the in vitro release apparatus of nasal inhalant was invented and a pushing bump was used according to the simulation of the nose expiration and inspiration. Based on the data of $r^2$ in the profile and similar factor $f_2$ from 6 linear release tendencies, a good controlled release and a zero order tendency were observed. It can be suggested that there is a good correlation between the in vitro controlled release and the nose steady self-controllable expiration and inspiration, which will contribute to the trend of insoluble volatile drug controlled release and the effect of quick absorption in nasal pulmonary delivery to cure severe or acute cardiovascular or lung diseases at patients’ sleeping, such as angina or breathing obstruction. Also, it was concluded that the prescription composed of insoluble volatile drugs can be prepared to be nasal inhalant from which drugs can be absorbed through nose steady self-controllable inspiration to the lung then into the blood and have a great effectiveness improvement of bioavailability at night timing drug delivery system.
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1. Introduction

Aromatherapy, a practice of therapeutic use of essential plant-based oils or other volatile materials for relieving anxieties and stresses, improving body immunity and curing some uncertain diseases, has played a great role in the care of our health and many products of natural essential oil, such as cosmetics, are gaining a pretty good sale every year. In China, the herbs with essential oils have been used as traditional Chinese medicine to cure different kinds of diseases for several thousand years. In recent literatures, quite a lot of researches were reported for aromatherapy to have an good effect on Alzheimer’s disease, anxiety symptoms, stress, supportive care of cancer patients, hypertension, cognition and mood modula-
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other holding the insoluble volatile drug that are exposed at atmosphere after discarding the cover, and will be absorbed through nose inspiration into the lung to cure the diseases in a systemic or local form [12] (Figure 1). It consists of some volatile components, such as styrax and borneol, having an excellent therapy for angina, chest distress and breathing obstruction especially suddenly happened at night when a middle or old age patient is in sleep. Compared with such oral cardiovascular preparation as Suhexiang pill, Shexiangbaoxin pill and compound dropping pill of Danshen root in China, Su-anxin nasal inhalant has good merits of quick absorption, high bioavailability and first metabolism without passing through the liver. It will be great helpful because it can avoid the patient’s sudden death induced from these diseases through a good controlled inhalation at the whole night. Referred to plenty of literatures on inhaled preparation reported [13-21], it is a good choice for insoluble volatile drug to be nasal inhalant to cure such diseases, especially essential oils.

Using the method of gas chromatography, the tests about the in vitro accumulative release percentage of borneol in nasal inhalant were done under the simulation of nose expiration and inspiration, which will contribute to the research and development of nasal inhalants for good nasal inhalants and improving their bioavailability at night timing drug delivery system.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials and Agents

Six batches of optimized Su-anxin nasal inhalants were made by our laboratory colleagues, each piece 0.45 g. FA2004N type electronic balance (Shanghai Jing-mi scientific instrument Ltd. Co., China), KQ-500E type ultrasonic cleaning (Ultrasonic instrument Ltd. Co. of Kunshan, China), standard borneol (National institute for the control of pharmaceutical and biological products, batch number 110743-200504), stearic acid (Tianjin Zhi-yuan chemical industry Ltd. Co., China), hydroxypropylmethylcellulose (HPMC, K 15 M, Colorcon Co., U.K.), Starch (Tianjin Fu-chen chemical reagent company, China), sodium lauryl sulfate (SLS, Tianjin Bo-di chemical industry Ltd. Co., China), sodium carboxymethylcellulose (CMC-Na, Tianjin Da-mao chemical reagent company, China) and trolamine (Shanghai Lian-shi chemical reagent Ltd. Co., China) were needed. All other reagents used were analytical grade.

2.2. The Preparation of Optimized Su-Anxin Nasal Inhalants

After 0.075 g stearic acid, 0.075 g trolamine and 0.15 g petrolatum liquidum were weighed, mixed and melted, 1.5 g HPMC was added to 5 ml water to form gel and mixed uniformly. Then, prescribed borneol, styrax and other drugs were weighed and dissolved with 75% alcohol to form drug solution. The drug solution was put into the above mixture and mixed. Then, 3 g starch and 2 g CMC-Na were added to them again and mixed uniformly to form Su-anxin nasal inhalant finally.

2.3. The Chromatographic Condition of GC

6890N type gas chromatography and soft work station were used (Agilent company, USA). The method includes DB-5 MS type capillary column (30 m × 0.25 mm i.d × 0.25 μm), a column temperature of 80°C → 5°C/min → 220°C (keeping 25 min at 220°C), a He carrier gas, a flowing rate of 1 mL/min, a temperature of sampling entrance at 250°C, a diffuent rate of 10:1 and a FID detector with a temperature 280°C. The sampling size was 1 μL.

2.4. The Preparation of Samples

0.45 g sample was weighed precisely and made it a thin layer. Then, it was put into 45 ml dehydrated alcohol in the flask with a glass stopper and shaken for 5 min. After
24 h in a tight state, the solution was ultrasounded 10 min and filtered into 50 ml measuring flask. Moreover, moderate dehydrated alcohol was added to wash the flask with a glass stopper and filtered into measuring flask again. After metered with dehydrated alcohol, the sample solution was prepared. The total six batches were done.

2.5. The Preparation of Standard Solution

Standard borneol 25 mg was weighed precisely and put it into 25 mL measuring flask. After dissolved and metered by dehydrated alcohol, the standard solution at real concentration 1.004 mg/mL was obtained.

2.6. The Preparation of Negative Solution

Prescribed styrax and other drugs except borneol were weighed and negative product was prepared on the basis of the item 2.2. Then, according to the item 2.4, the negative solution was obtained.

2.7. Dissolution Studies

Borneol releases from the different 6 batches inhalants were determined using self-made dissolution apparatus (Figure 2) designed for simulation of our nose expiration and inspiration with 50 ml of dehydrated alcohol as dissolution medium. The temperature of the dissolution medium was maintained at room temperature. 20 ml dehydrated alcohol was added into conical flask and the inhalant sample was put in the intubation tube with the drug surface upwards. One point of intubation tube was set beneath the liquid of dehydrated alcohol in the conical flask and, the other was blocked by a glass stopper. There is an inlet beside the intubation tube near to the stopper, a pushing bump and the gas from insoluble volatile drug was taken into the liquid and dissolved in the dehydrated alcohol with the wind while other gases from the atmosphere were sent out to atmosphere. When the release time came, the push bump was turned off and the conical flask was taken down. Meanwhile, a new conical flask with 20 ml dehydrated alcohol in it was connected to the intubation tube quickly to assure the next continual test. Then, previous about 20 ml dehydrated alcohol was put into measuring flask and metered. Samples of 20 ml were withdrawn at 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 6.0, 8.0 and 12.0 hour and replaced 20.0 ml fresh dissolution media every scheduled time. Analysis of dissolved borneol in the dehydrated alcohol solution was conducted by GC method. All experiments were performed in triplicate.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. The Calibration Curve of Borneol

To determine the linearity of the GC detector response, calibration standard solutions of borneol at the concentration of 20.08, 40.16, 60.24, 80.32 and 100.4 μg/mL were prepared on the basis of item 2.5. Linear correlation was obtained between peak areas versus concentration of borneol. Each measurement represented the average of three replicates. The regression equation was \( A = 4.8582C + 14.809 \) (\( r = 0.9998 \)), which indicates a good linear relation between peaks and borneol concentration at the range of 20.08 ~ 100.4 μg/ml. Related spectrum can be seen at Figure 3.

3.2. Accuracy, Reproducibility, Repeatability and Recovery

Accuracy was performed by running the borneol standard solution of 60.24 μg/ml for 5 continual times under the same conditions. Reproducibility was evaluated by analyzing one sample after diluted 10 times at interval 8 hours. Repeatability was performed by running 5 pieces of samples after diluted 10 times under the same conditions. Recoveries varied between 99.0% and 104.4% with RSD 1.96%. The results obtained shows that the method is very accurate and precise, which were presented in Tables 1-4.

3.3. Determination of Borneol in Sample

The total 6 batches samples were analyzed by GC method and average determination were 8.26%, 8.96%, 8.21%, 8.37%, 8.50% and 8.32% respectively, which could be used as the total quantity of borneol in the test of the in vitro dissolution.
3.4. The Release of Borneol from Su-anxin Inhalants

In order to express the correlation between the controlled release and the nose expiration and inspiration at night, a series of our previous screenings of prescription on o/w, w/o and other excipients’ choice [22] were cancelled and just the in vitro dissolution release behaviors of borneol from 6 batches optimized Su-anxin inhalants were done. The all accumulative releases of borneol from inhalants were controllable, showing a tendency of zero order release (the lest $r^2 = 0.9784$). Table 5 and Figure 4 illustrated the data and the profile of the release in 12 hours. However, if the illustration was shown without the point of the time at 0.5 hour, the tendency of zero order release was more obvious than that in 12 hours, which could be seen in Table 6 and Figure 5. From the point at 0.5 hour, the largest release percentage was observed, showing the first large concentration of insoluble volatile drug at the surface of the preparation and a prompt absorption through nasal lung delivery. The phenomenon was interestingly accorded with the previous in vivo test which gave a Cmax of borneol in the blood of rabbits [23].

![Figure 3](image1.png) (a) standard solution; (b) sample solution; (c) negative sample solution without borneol.

![Figure 4](image2.png) The dissolution release profile of borneol from inhalants in 12 hours.
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of borneol is sensitive, accurate, and reduplicate, which can be used to determine borneol from Su-anxin nasal inhalants. Based on this, the 6 batches of sample inhalants showed a good controlled release tendency according to $r^2$ in the profile and similar factor $f_2$, which explained the excellent preparation of the optimized Su-anxin inhalant. As a new dosage form, the in vitro release apparatus was invented and a pushing bump was used after the simulation of the nose expiration and inspiration, which confirmed a good correlation between the in vitro release and the nose expiration and inspiration when used at the possible same condition. It can be suggested that the nose, the same as what the pushing bump did, is very important in bringing the trend of drug controlled release and the effect of quick absorption when used for the patients.

For insoluble volatile drugs, it is appropriate to prepare them for the formulation of nasal inhalant. It will bring a good drug night timing delivery and improved bioavailability when used. It is very interesting that when the patient is inhaling the inhalant to cure certain disease, his or her spouse can also inhale the volatile gas and have a more quiet and better sleep for the fragrant smell of the volatile drug.

In the dissolution test, some amount of volatile drug was possibly lost if dehydrated alcohol could evaporate with the air. Because the boiling point of alcohol is 78˚C and the test was done at the room temperature, the real lost of borneol was very small. It has little effect on the accumulative release. The test in a low temperature will be done in our next future tests to check the real value of volatile drug. Meanwhile, because the mixture of volatile materials, such as borneol and styrax, had a relatively similar release tendency when released from the excipients of the inhalant, the borneol was selected for the in vitro test model for its simple analytic method.
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